Change matters
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RJ Kopchak
Prince William Sound Science Center
rkopchak@pwssc.org

The earth’s ecological systems are very accumulated over hundreds of thousands
diverse and yet connected. In our bioregion of years and is several miles deep. The
we have arctic deserts, coastal rainforests, ice cores contain trapped air bubbles that
river deltas, estuaries and both high are analyzed to show concentrations of
altitude and tidewater glaciers. All are greenhouse gases dating back thousands of
connected by and share a dependency on years or longer.
water.
Global warming means climate changes.
Over 70% of the earth’s surface is
The shrinking arctic icepack provides an
covered in water, and
undeniable visualization
“The shrinking arctic
from
headwaters
of global scale climate
streams to deep
change. Our bioregion
icepack provides an
ocean canyons, the
much with the
undeniable visualization shares
way water works
arctic- including vast
of global scale
its way through
areas of permafrost and
the
environment
ice. The upper Copper
climate change.”
defines what lives
River Basin is a huge
and dies. Without water at the right area of dormant volcanos, boreal forest,
time, temperature, chemistry and glaciers and permafrost. Here there has
quantity, the natural resources we need been a 28% reduction in surface waters
will cease to exist.
over the last 50 years. Scientists speculate
The water cycle is governed by the that the permafrost that kept ponds from
interplay between temperatures in the “draining away” is melting. Our glaciers
ocean and over land. The interactions are also rapidly melting. Glaciers are the
drive the weather patterns that create storehouses for the water that returning
the rain and snow that drive ecosystem salmon need for spawning and rearing.
productivity. Although weather patterns
As glaciers recede they may create
and global temperatures change over new salmon habitat and spawning areas,
time, there has been an unprecedented potentially increasing productivity. In the
acceleration in global warming over the long run however, once the glaciers melt
past 150 years.
the source of the water that supports the
It’s getting warmer because the salmon and other species will be gone.
concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in
The glaciers also connect directly to food
our atmosphere has reached 385 parts per production in the ocean. The ice fields that
million, higher than any time in at least the surround the northeast corner of the Gulf
last 650,000 years. CO2 in the atmosphere of Alaska grind mountains to rubble as
traps heat, and as a result global mean they advance and now rapidly retreat.
temperature is now higher than at any
The iron rich dust from the process is
time in the past 160,000 years. Most of the carried far into the Gulf of Alaska and North
change occurred in the last few decades. Pacific by windstorms and freshwater.
How do we know this? Paleoclimatologists The iron is a fertilizer. It triggers massive
(scientists who study Earth’s climate plankton blooms, and the plankton are
history) drill holes through Antarctic ice the start of the food chain that makes the
to collect “core samples”. The ice has region’s commercial fisheries the most
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The
Greek
philosophers were
onto
something
when
they
observed
that
there is nothing
permanent except
change. Residents
around
Prince
William Sound experienced changes in
storm intensity this past winter that were
record breaking in many locales—and
blister-making, too, judging by the number
of hours folks spent digging their property
out from under seemingly endless snow
piles. The storms that were collectively
dubbed “the Snopocalypse” were, in the
grand scheme of things, relatively shortterm weather episodes. Researchers in the

region are also keeping tabs on longerterm change—the types of change in
climate that would affect the ecosystems
upon which our communities depend.
The types of changes within systems,
the ways to measure them, and their
possible implications are as diverse as the
elementary school students who spent the
past year learning about weather, climate
and how to collect data and measure
change from Prince William Sound
Science Center educators. This year,
Delta Sound Connections is dedicated
to change. Within these pages, you’ll
encounter perspectives from nearly thirty
contributors. Regardless of whether
you call Southcentral Alaska “home” or
you are a visitor to the region, there is
something new in these pages for every

valuable in the nation.
Salmon, and hundreds of other fish, feed
on the plankton. The salmon return to
spawn in the rivers created by the melting
glaciers. Along the way they feed sharks
and whales and people and bears and
wolves and eagles. The nitrogen in their
bodies is a fertilizer, and feeds forests and
grasslands and weeds and willows. It is a
complete circle until the glaciers melt.

“It is not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor the
most intelligent, but the one
most responsive to change.”
- Charles Darwin

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Let us know what you think
of this publication by simply
scanning this
QR code with
your phone, or
otherwise visit:
pwssc.net/dsc

facebook.com/PWSSC
facebook.com/PWS.DSC
goo.gl/2I8Dz
youtube.com/user/PWSSC
@pwssc

pw s s c . o rg
reader. You are holding the fourth edition
of this science magazine; while it is
published by the Prince William Sound
Science Center, it is truly a collective
effort. The articles within are emblematic
of the partnerships that support robust
research and education programming, and
the exceptional professionals who have
dedicated their careers to managing the
resources in our region.

Katrina Hoffman
President & CEO
PWS Science Center
khoffman@pwssc.org
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Iron transported from land
to ocean influences marine
productivity
Rob Campbell, PWS Science Center
John Crusius, USGS UW
Andrew Schroth, USGS Woods Hole
Santiago Gassó, NASA GESTAR

The Gulf of Alaska (GoA) is an enormously
productive ecosystem, driven by extremely
nutrient-rich waters that are brought up
from the depths by various oceanographic
processes. Beyond the continental shelf the
ability of primary producers (single celled
plants called phytoplankton) to make use of
those nutrients is limited by the availability
of iron. One important mechanism that
brings iron into the region is through the
atmospheric transport of aerosols (i.e. dust).
Until recently, it was thought that the most

important dust source to the North Pacific
is from eastward transport from Asian
deserts; recent work in the vicinity of the
Copper River has shown that periodic dust
storms caused by downsloping autumn
winds is also a potentially large source of
dust. Moreover, the iron in Alaskan dust
is about ten times more soluable than Asian
dust, and therefore potentially much more
available.
Estimates from satellite measurements
of Copper River dust storms suggest that
significant
transport
of dust can occur.
Observations made during
a dust storm in 2005
showed that between 25
and 80 kilotonnes of dust
were transported from
land to sea.
Preliminary analysis
of samples from a dust
collector installed on
Middleton Island in 2011
have shown that iron
concentrations increased
by a factor of 200 during
a dust event that reached
past the continental shelf.
Figure 1 (left): True-color NASA
MODIS satellite image of a dust
plume taken Nov 6, 2006 (top
panel), showing a dust plume
stretching from the Copper River
to well past the continental shelf.
The aerosol optical thickness
(a measure of how much dust is
present) is shown in the bottom
panel.

The Copper River
plume. Photo taken
from the NASA MODIS
satellite, June 30 2011.

Receding glaciers change
the coastal Gulf of Alaska
Alaska’s Copper River drains an area
over 7.3 million hectares (about the size
of West Virginia) and is the single largest
source of freshwater to the Gulf of
Alaska (GoA), receiving the cumulative
meltwater from the vast glaciers and
ice sheets of the Wrangell and Chugach
mountains.
One of the main drivers of productivity
in the region is the availability of
nutrients: river inputs bring in new
nutrients, and oceanographic processes
operating on freshwater layers at the
surface bring up nutrient-rich water from
the depths.
Beyond the continental shelf,
productivity is limited by the availability
of micronutrient iron, which is
transported to the open ocean in
dissolved forms from rivers, as well as
in dust during windstorms.
Ice sheets and glaciers throughout
southcentral Alaska are receding,
which is changing the hydrology of the
watershed, and will in turn change the
type, timing and abundance of nutrients
released into river waters. Those changes

will be telegraphed to the coastal GoA,
and any changes in productivity in the
coastal ocean will have implications for
the ecosystems seaward of the Copper
River delta.
Comparison of recent observations
in the area of the Copper River plume
with measurements done in the 1970s
suggests that the coastal ocean has been
warming and freshening in recent years;
satellite observations in the last decade
also suggest that a drop in the production
of phytoplankton in the latter part of the
year.
Ongoing research and modeling efforts
are directed at identifying potential
changes in the physical and biological
environment of the region that are
responsible for those observations.

Rob Campbell
PWS Science Center
rcampbell@pwssc.org

Exxon Valdez oil spill
On March 23, 1989, the oil tanker Exxon
Valdez left the Valdez Marine Terminal at
9:12 pm, bound for California with a full
load - approximately 53 million gallons of North Slope crude oil.
The tanker Captain, Joe Hazelwood,
was granted permission to change course
to avoid icebergs from nearby Columbia
Glacier. He gave orders to the Third Mate
to maneuver the tanker to the new course
and then retired to his quarters. For reasons
that remain unclear, the tanker was never
returned to its proper course.
Just after midnight on March 24, the
Exxon Valdez oil tanker grounded on
Bligh Reef, spilling at least 11 million
gallons of crude oil into Prince William
Sound, the largest oil spill in U.S. waters.
The initial response to the spill was slow,
uncoordinated, and ineffective. Seas and
winds were calm for three days, but almost
no response equipment was available.
On March 27, a storm blew in with winds
up to 70mph, spreading the oil spill to the
southwest along at least 1,400 miles of
shoreline.
For more information on the immediate
and long-term impacts of the spill, as well
as links to other oil spill resources, visit

www.pwssc.org and click on “Education,”
“Oil Spill Education.”
Additional information can be obtained
from the legacy organizations established
after the spill including:
The EVOS Trustee Council oversees
the 1991, $900 million civil settlement
for restoration of injured resources
and services.
The restoration plan
includes habitat protection, research and
monitoring and direct restoration. (www.
evostc.state.ak.us)
The Oil Spill Recovery Institute was
established by Congress in 1990 to
focus on improved technologies and
ecological research related to oil pollution
in the marine environment of Arctic and
Subarctic regions. (www.pws-osri.org)
The Prince William Sound Regional
Citizen’s Advisory Council
is an
independent non-profit organization whose
mission is to promote environmentally
safe operation of Alyeska Pipeline’s
Valdez Marine Terminal and associated
oil tankers. (www.pwsrcac.org)

The above illustration depicts the speed and distance spilled oil spread, from
Bligh Reef down the western edge of Prince William Sound, along the Kenai
Peninsula and through Shelikof Strait on the Western side of Kodiak Island.
In 56 days, 11 million gallons of oil spread over 470 miles.
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LarvaMap: Studying larval dispersal
Many marine organisms begin life as tiny
plankton drifting or gently swimming at the
mercy of ocean currents. This first stage of
their lives is the larval stage, and is the main
way that marine organisms disperse from
where they are born, to avoid competition
and colonize new areas. Knowing more
about larval behavior and drift will allow
us to better manage fisheries and control
invasive species.
Larvae mostly drift in the ocean currents
as passive “particles”. Many swim to the
surface at night and then go back down
deeper during the day (a process called
diel vertical migration). These behaviors
help the larvae find food, avoid predators,
and, hopefully, end up is suitable habitat to
grow to reach maturity.
Previous models have been restricted
to a few scientists working at big labs,

because these models take a large amount
of computer power. With LarvaMap, three
groups are working together to change
this paradigm: The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Alaska Fisheries Science Center,
RPS-Applied Science Associates
(RPS-ASA)and Research4D are
developing a public web-based
interface to the larval transport
computer model.
Once complete, researchers,
fisheries
managers,
students
and others will be able to log on
to LarvaMap to do their own
experiments.
Initially the system will be set
up to simulate Dungeness crab
and Pacific herring in Prince
William Sound, but our hope is

CJ Beegle Krause
Environmental Research for Decision
cjbk@research4d.org

that users will modify or create new
behavior combinations to further our
understanding of the behavior of more
larval species.

More information: NOAA Alaska
Fisheries Science Center (afsc.noaa.
gov/), RPS-ASA, (asascience.com/), and
Research4D (research4d.org)

It’s a fish eat fish world
Copper River plume
important to forage fish
ecology
Laurel McFadden
PWS Science Center
Lfmcf47@gmail.com

The Copper River is the largest pointsource of fresh water to the northern
Gulf of Alaska, and is an important
development environment for a variety of
local forage fish.
As highly turbid fresh river water enters
the ocean, it creates a visual, physical,
and biogeochemical plume in the Gulf of
Alaska. Salmon smolts and other local
fish are known to subsist on zooplankton,
but their feeding patterns in and around
the Copper River plume have not been
studied.
The physics and biochemistry of
plumes have been found to concentrate
zooplankton and other forage material.
Turbid plume water can help fish evade
predation, while mid-line salinity levels

help juvenile salmon migrate to the ocean.
Variable precipitation and glacial melt
influenced by climate change can cause
fluctuations in plume conditions that can
affect zooplankton and fish populations.
We sampled fish and zooplankton
across the Copper River plume and
made water measurements to develop an
oceanographic description of the plume.
Fish diet was described by dissecting fish
and counting the prey in their gut. Fish
catch was highest within the plume and
in the outer plume zone. Zooplankton
biomass was highest in the outer zone of
the plume.
Surprisingly, fish diet did not correlate
with zooplankton abundance, but prey
selection was strongly related to location
and year. This suggests that
there
are
alternative
plume pressures and fish
preferences in foraging
behavior beyond prey
abundance. Terrestrial
insects formed a large
part of the diet of many
fish, further emphasizing
the
importance
of
freshwater influence.
The Copper River
Plume is an area of
enhanced and extremely
variable
biological
activity on multiple
trophic levels, but the
driving forces behind
the branches of this
plume ecosystem remain
muddied.

Allen Marquette

Photo (left): McFadden
onboard the M/V New Wave
sampling for zooplankton.

Jordan Watson
Prince William Sound Science Center
jwatson@pwssc.org
Pacific
herring
populations in Prince
William Sound have
been struggling for
nearly two decades and
one of the proposed
factors
perpetuating
their
decline
is
predation by other fish.
A team of researchers
at the Prince William
Sound Science Center
are examining just
who out there is eating
these herring and how
much they eat. We
used a combination of
longlines and gillnets
to catch potential fish
predators during five different winter
sampling trips and caught 52 species
of potential piscivores (fish-eaters). We
caught nearly 2,000 fish and more than
half of them were gadids (Pacific cod,
walleye pollock and saffron cod), mostly
Pacific cod.
Our analyses are on-going but to date,
nearly 20% of the fish we have found
in fish stomachs have been herring.
Meanwhile, an amazing 70% of the
fish found in stomachs were gadids
(mostly Pacific cod). So it turns out
that not only are Pacific cod a major
fish predator in this nearshore system
during the winter, they are also a favorite
item on the menu. The impacts of this
much consumption could explain a
substantial amount of the dynamics of

Figure (above): Breakdown of the relative numbers
of fish eaten and by whom.

cod and herring populations in the Sound.
As we sort through more piles of halfdigested fish, we hope to better resolve
this question of who eats who and just
how much.
The fish predation study is funded by the
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council.
For more information on this project,
contact Dr. Mary Anne Bishop, Prince
William
Sound
Science
Center,
mbishop@pwssc.org or Dr. Sean Powers,
University of South Alabama, spowers@
usouthal.edu.

Photo (below): A walleye pollock is caught in the
act, with a juvenile Pacific herring in its mouth.

Jordan Watson
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Climate change research
centers on Copper River
Delta
long they reside in both freshwater and in
the ocean. Scientists hope to be able to
tease out differences that will help them
predict how large-scale climatic changes
will affect salmon populations globally.
Another study examines ambient
air temperature as a factor in changes
observed in insect communities. The link
between warmer air temperatures and pond
productivity is this: as air temperatures
rise and glaciers melt at a quicker
pace, more glacial water transitions
from an oxygen-poor to an oxygenated
environment, and iron falls out of the
water column. How increased iron levels
affect pond inhabitants (invertebrates) is
not known. As the foundation for fish and
wildlife productivity, even small changes
in the health of insect populations could
have major effects on the entire system.
The goal of this research is to predict
what more rapid de-glaciation will mean
to the food web on the Copper River
Delta.
Projects such as these may ultimately
forecast the long-term productivity of
the Copper River Delta. Research also
gives clues to how land managers can
mitigate or buffer the effects of climate
change. It is through research that we
can arm ourselves with the tools to take
a proactive approach to sustainability and
resource conservation.
This approach will keep the Copper
River’s salmon runs commercially viable
as we move into the 21st century.

Photo (above): Researchers collect invertebrate samples for later analysis. Photo (below): Otoliths are
collected in several locations across the Copper River Delta, including Eyak Lake.

United States Forest Service

Scientists and researchers from across
the United States are dedicating time,
energy and money to determine the
effects of climatic change on the Copper
River Delta’s fish and wildlife.
Leading universities such as the
University of Notre Dame, Loyola
University of Chicago, Michigan State
University, Humboldt State University,
Oregon State University and the
University of Washington, as well as
the United States Forest Service Pacific
Northwest Research Station, are working
to model what a warmer southcentral
Alaska may mean to the multi-million
dollar commercial fishing industry on
which Prince William Sound depends.
In the Copper River Delta, average air
temperatures are quite different between
the East and West Delta, providing
scientists with the perfect natural
laboratory.
One study currently underway involves
looking for life history differences
between salmon originating in glacial and
groundwater-fed systems.
Researchers from the US Forest Service
Pacific Northwest Research Station and
the University of Washington began
collecting otoliths (small, oval-shaped
bones in a salmon’s head) and scales
from sockeye and coho salmon adults in
several locations across the Copper River
Delta in 2011.
Samples taken from fish reveal
information about growth patterns, when
they emerge from the gravel, and how

United States Forest Service

Jeff Jackson
Chugach National Forest, Cordova Ranger District
jbjackson@fs.fed.us

Citizen scientists study effects of climate change on
salmon habitat
Lindsay Butters
PWS Science Center
lbutters@pwssc.org

Now, thanks to an exciting community
monitoring project based on Eyak Lake
in Cordova, the students can tell you how
salmon habitat in the lake may be affected
by climate change.
Eyak Lake provides important spawning
and rearing habitat for sockeye and coho
salmon. Since 2009, Cordova’s fourth
graders and community volunteers have

Michele Buckhorn

Fourth grade students in Cordova’s Mt.
Eccles Elementary School know a lot
about salmon. They can tell you the five
species of Pacific salmon, the stages of the
salmon life cycle, and habitat requirements
for juvenile salmon. They observe coho
salmon eggs develop eyes and hatch into
alevins that burrow into the gravel of a
salmon incubation tank at their school.

served as citizen scientists, engaged in
a study of Pacific salmon biology, water
quality, and the potential implications of
climate change on salmon habitat in the
lake.
Juvenile salmon have unique requirements
in freshwater, including clean, cold, welloxygenated water, gravel of the appropriate
size, and the correct water flow rate and
clarity. Changes in climate are predicted
to impact water temperature, quantity, and
quality in aquatic environments. Juvenile
salmon growth and survival rates may
be affected if changing water conditions
alter the biologic composition and
productivity of their habitat.
The students have learned that a change
in water temperature or flow can affect
the timing of salmon fry emergence and
food availability.
Increasing
temperature
and
precipitation will affect rates of
sediment deposition in the lake from
runoff and the lake’s primary input,
a glacial stream flowing from a large
icefield in the Chugach Mountains.
Input of sediments increases water
turbidity and can lead to reduced light
penetration and rates of photosynthesis
in aquatic plants, degraded gravel
habitat, and may smother salmon eggs
and newly hatched alevin.
Students have established a monitoring

site at Eyak lake where they measure
water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen,
turbidity, nitrates and phosphates.
A second site is monitored by community
volunteers during ice-free months.
To help them learn about salmon and
climate change, the students participate in
diverse hands-on science activities in class,
including a smolt study with a fish biologist
and a salmon dissection. They dance the
salmon life cycle and the movements of
glaciers. They collect daily weather data
and share weather information and salmon
tank observations with other classes in the
region via Skype. These budding young
scientists are gaining an appreciation
for the interconnectedness of Alaska’s
ecosystems through research in their own
backyard, and having fun doing it!
The Eyak Lake Community Monitoring
Project is run collaboratively by the Prince
William Sound Science Center, Copper
River Watershed Project and Prince
William Soundkeeper. Funding is provided
by the North Pacific Research Board and
BP.

Photo (left): ADFG Biologist Jay Baumer holds a
salmon during an egg-take field trip where students
helped collect fertilized salmon eggs that went into
an incubation tank at their school.
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Linda Shaw

Linda Shaw

Kate Alexander
Copper River Watershed Project
kate@copperriver.org
One could say that many plants in our
yards are non-native. But some weeds
are more aggressive than others, and
invasive plants are an increasing concern
in Alaska because of the growing number
of plant species and rate at which they are
expanding to threaten its ecosystems. For
example, orange hawkweed, introduced
to North America as an ornamental for
its flame-colored flowers sometime prior
to 1818, easily invades disturbed areas
such as roadsides and residential areas and
spreads quickly by establishing dense mats
with its below-ground stems that crowd out
native vegetation and lower biodiversity.
The Copper River Watershed Project
(CRWP) is working with partners to
address the invasive plant issue from the
scale of a watershed, where the extent of
invasive species distribution is largely
unknown and the pathways for dispersing
invasives are large and complex. For
example, seeds from white sweet clover, a
plant that is found along roadways in the
Copper Basin, enter waterways through
run-off from roads and can rapidly spread
along the banks of rivers and creeks and on
the islands in these waterways.
Current efforts will focus on eradicating
this plant where roads cross major
tributaries to the Copper River in hopes
we can stop the plant from spreading

David Milhouse

“Invasive species
may prey upon or
compete with native
species for food,
space and other
resources.”

There’s non-native, and then
there’s invasive
downriver to the Copper River Delta.
A watershed approach is also required to
grasp the extent of Elodea, an aquarium
plant recently found to be growing in many
of the lakes around Cordova. This plant
spreads easily via float plane floats and
efforts are focused on ensuring local pilots
learn strategies for cleaning their floats
off prior to departing a contaminated lake.
Partners also work to educate pilots, field
crews and visitors on how to identify the
plant so they can help keep an eye out for
infestations.
Efforts are also underway to figure out
how to eradicate reed canary grass found
growing underwater in Odiak Pond in
Cordova. If left undisturbed, reed canary
grass can choke out stream and pond
systems, displacing resident fish and
taking away valuable spawning grounds
for salmonids.
By testing effective methods for
eradicating reed canary grass growing in
water, resource managers will be prepared
should the plant find its way into the ponds
on the Copper River Delta.
For more information on invasive plants or
to report a potential invasive plant sighting
in the region, stop by the CRWP office in
Cordova or call us at (907) 424-3334.

Aliens have invaded
Linda Robinson
PWS Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council
linda.robinson@pwsrcac.org

Known as invasive species, some
aliens arrive to Alaska by sea and others
by land. Marine invaders can endanger
subsistence and commercial marine
species such as salmon, crab, scallops,
herring, cod, rockfish, and others.
They arrive by several modes of
transportation,
including
ballast
water of ships, hull fouling, nonnative fish or shellfish escaping from
aquaculture facilities, natural drift
in the ocean, and the release of nonnative aquarium species into Alaska’s
natural environment. Ballast water,
used to maintain a ship’s stability, is
often collected in polluted ports and
then released into local waters. Some
invasive species are able to survive the
change in environment. Hull fouling
can occur on vessels if the hulls are
not cleaned. Some species, such as the
European Green Crab, are migrating up
the Pacific coast.
Why should we care?
Invasive
species may prey upon or compete with
native species for food, space and other
resources (think northern pike, which

have been imported to some of Alaska’s
lakes and have destroyed native species,
most significantly, salmon). They may
have no natural predators. Some of
them, such as tunicates, can clog up
pumps and other gear, and smother nets
such as those used in oyster farming.
Parasites, diseases and pathogens can
endanger human health.
The Alaska Legislature is being urged
to develop coordinated response plans
for critical habitats at risk of invasive
infestations. And twelve citizen science
monitoring networks in Alaska have
students and others monitor for things
such as the European green crab by
setting out beach nets and recording
what they find.

Photo (top): An invasive sea squirt, known as
“rock vomit” (Didemnum vexillum) is found on
a Japanese lantern net in Sitka Whiting Harbor.
Photo (bottom): A scientist shows the difference
between the male (top) and female (below)
European green crab (Carcinus maenas).

Fairbanks Soil and Water Conservation District

Alaska!

Photo (top): Looks can be decieving. Hieracium auranticum (Orange Hawkweed) is an invasive plant with a
distinctive orange flower. Photo (mid): A scientist inspects a field of reed canary grass.
Photo (bottom): Elodea growth shown underwater.
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Long Term Monitoring

Taking the long view in
Prince William Sound

Many resources and
ecosystem processes were
impacted by the 1989 Exxon
Valdez oil spill; the extent
of those impacts is still not
fully understood and the recovery of the ecosystem is not complete.
The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council (EVOSTC) recently funded a
five-year, $12 million long term monitoring (LTM) program in the Sound,
the outer Kenai Peninsula coast, and lower Cook Inlet. Over a dozen state,
federal, university,
and non-profit
Long term monitoring sites
research institutes
are collaborating
on this diverse
E WILLIAM
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SOU
ND
research program
K
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Forage fish
ecosystems and
Lingering oil
Nearshore benthic
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Oceanography
Plankton
Nearshore benthic
impacted and
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Seabirds
Oceanography
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Plankton
F A L A S K A Whales
recovering.
NASA-MODIS

Visit www.aoos.org
to learn more.

The program includes long-term monitoring of marine conditions, injured resources, and lingering
oil. The program will maintain existing time series of monitoring data in the spill-affected area and
synthesize current and historical data to improve our understanding of the ecosystem as a whole.
Over a dozen entities are collaborating on the monitoring work being funded by the EVOSTC.
Instruments
on the GAK-1
mooring near
Seward record
ocean data
year-round.

Some questions

Do ocean conditions in the outer Gulf of
Alaska reflect those close to shore? Do they
reflect population trends of recovering and
recovered natural resources?

What types of changes in zooplankton productivity
have the biggest effects on winter survival of herring
and other forage fish?

How are seabird abundance and distribution linked
with zooplankton and/or ocean conditions?

The oil spill

(EVOS Trustee Council)

Oil is still visible under the
surface gravels of many
beaches in the Sound.

EVOS Trustee Council

The spill occurred in March 1989, when
the Exxon Valdez struck Bligh Reef near
Valdez and spilled 11 million gallons of
crude oil. It is considered to be one of
the most devastating human-caused
environmental disasters. The oil
Unraveling
eventually covered 1,300 miles of
the mystery
coastline and 11,000 square miles
of why Pacific
of ocean. The Exxon Valdez
herring have
spill was the largest ever in
not recovered in
U.S. waters until the 2010
the Sound requires
Deepwater Horizon
understanding potential
oil spill, in terms of
bottlenecks in the herring
volume released.
life cycle: where do they
have the most trouble?

Pacific Herring
Life Cycle
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Collaboration = success

Ambitious long-term monitoring projects such as this are strongest and
most effective when they combine the efforts of multiple partners:
öö Alaska Ocean Observing System
öö Alaska SeaLife Center
öö Axiom Consulting/AOOS
Data Management
öö Coastal Resources Associates
öö EVOS Trustee Council
öö Florida International Univ
öö Kachemak Bay Research Reserve
öö National Center for Ecological
Analysis & Synthesis (NCEAS)
öö National Park Service
öö North Gulf Oceanic Society

öö North Pacific Research Board
öö NOAA Auke Bay Lab
öö NOAA Kasitsna Bay Lab
öö PWS Science Center
öö Sir Alister Hardy Foundation
for Ocean Science
öö Univ of Alaska Fairbanks
öö Univ of Washington
öö US Fish & Wildlife
Service
öö USGS Science
Center

Much
ado
about
herring

EVOS Trustee Council

The health of the Sound’s ecosystem and
economics depends largely on a little fish:
Pacific herring. The most abundant forage fish in the region,
herring link plankton—at the base of the food chain—with larger fishes, birds, and
humpback whales. Herring populations collapsed after the Exxon Valdez oil spill.

used by the Alaska Department
of Fish & Game to predict
herring populations, by
providing model inputs and
testing model assumptions.

Synthesize what
is known

about herring to help guide
research and allow managers
to use different sources of data
and information.
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J.J. Vollenweider

John Moran

Help improve
the model

John Moran

Current work has four objectives:

developed to study factors that may be preventing herring
recovery and to contribute tools to fishery management that
will help ensure a sustainable recovery.
HRM uses monitoring studies and process studies to
improve predictive models of herring stocks. Scientists
monitor to observe how the herring population changes
over time. They study processes to link those observations
to a model that predicts herring populations. HRM is
expected to last 20 years.

Jordan Watson

Post-spill recoveries of other species closely depend on
whether herring populations can recover to their historic
levels. This fish species is so critical to the ecosystem and
economy of the Sound that the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
Trustee Council (EVOSTC) has put almost two decades of
effort into restoring herring to its pre-spill status.
To that end, EVOSTC is now funding the Herring
Research & Monitoring (HRM) program. HRM was

Provide temporal Use technological
& spatial context
advances
for existing measurements
that will aid in designing the
most accurate and efficient
monitoring program.

to develop new approaches to
monitoring that result in less
effort or reduce the need to
collect fish.

herring recovery

“Long-term monitoring after a spill has two components: monitoring the
recovery of resources from the initial injury, and monitoring how factors
other than oil may inhibit full recovery or adversely impact recovered
resources … such data are increasingly valuable in illuminating the
larger ecosystem shifts that impact and influence a broad variety
of species and resources injured by
the spill.” — EVOSTC

Herring photos:
Walter Rung, Univ
of Washington
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FISHERIES
Species of Alaska salmon
KING (Chinook):

The first species to return to the region,
Copper River king salmon are prized for
their color, high oil content, firm texture
and succulent flesh. Average weight is
approximately 20 pounds and length
ranges from 30 to 40 inches long.

SOCKEYE (Red):

The second most abundant species,
sockeye have a distinct, deep red flesh,
rich flavor and firm texture. Average
weight is approximately 6 pounds and
they can grow up to 36 inches in length.

COHO (Silver):

The second largest of the species, coho
have orange-red flesh, firm texture and
delicate flavor. Average weight is 12
pounds and length ranges from 25 to 30
inches long.

PINK (Humpy):

Graphic by Alma Seward, ADF&G

Pinks are the smallest and most abundant
of the species. Pinks are distinguished
by their light, pink colored flesh, tender
texture and delicate flavor. Average
weight is 2 to 3 pounds and length ranges
from 20 to 25 inches.

KETA (Chum):

Keta have a firm texture, orange-pink
color and delicate flavor. Average weight
is 8 pounds and they can grow to be 25 to
27 inches long.

LONGLINE

12

Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute - alaskaseafood.org

SETNET
PURSE SEINE

DRIFT GILLNET
The greatest number of Alaska salmon
are caught in gillnets. Gillnetting involves
laying a net wall in the water in the path
of the fish and waiting for it to put its
head into the mesh. When it does, the gills

become entangled in the webbing which
prevents the fish from escaping. Gillnets
are deployed in two ways: from a vessel
that is drifting (Drift Gillnet) or from an
anchored system out from a beach (Setnet).

A purse seine is a net which is set in a circle
and can be drawn closed at the bottom.
Because salmon migrate in tight schools, it
is not unusual for an Alaskan seiner to “wrap
up” 250 to 1500 fish or more with one set.

Longline gear is composed of groundline,
buoy lines, and gangions, which are short
pieces of line with hooks on the end.
This fishing gear consists of units of
leaded ground lines in lengths of 100
fathoms which are referred to as “skates”.
Each skate has approximately 100 hooks
spread out along its length.
Longlines are set along the seabed, with
baited hooks every few yards that are
retrieved one at a time. Halibut, sablefish
and cod are caught using longlines.

Hatchery salmon straying
Rich Brenner & Steve Moffitt
Alaska Department of Fish & Game (ADF&G)
richard.brenner@alaska.gov - steve.moffitt@alaska.gov

The straying of hatchery salmon into wild
salmon spawning locations may harm wild
salmon populations through ecological
and genetic mechanisms and confounds
wild salmon escapement goals.
Surveys
of
pink
(Oncorhynchus
gorbuscha), chum (O. keta) and sockeye
(O. nerka) salmon spawning locations
in Prince William Sound (PWS), Alaska

ADF& G Staff

since 1997 show a wide range of hatchery
straying. The analysis of otoliths collected
from carcasses indicate that 0–98% of
pink salmon, 0–63% of chum salmon and
0–93% of sockeye salmon in spawning
areas are hatchery fish, producing an
unknown number of hatchery-wild
hybrids.
Streams closest to hatcheries generally
contained the highest proportion of
hatchery pink salmon; however, most
locations sampled (77%) had hatchery
pink strays from three or more hatcheries
and several stream more than 40 km from
hatcheries contained more than 50%
hatchery pink salmon.
Overall, 51% of sampled locations had
annual escapements consisting of more
than 10% hatchery pink salmon. A model

of the percentage of
hatchery pink salmon
strays with distance
from
hatcheries
indicated that 24–
29% of the streams
ADF&G uses to
assess wild pink
salmon escapement
goals in PWS contain
more
than
10%
hatchery pink salmon.
The level of hatchery
salmon strays in many parts of PWS is
beyond all proposed threshold levels from
the literature (2–10%). Future studies in
PWS seek to assess the impact of hatchery
salmon straying on wild salmon genetic
diversity and productivity.

Figure (above): Model output showing estimates
of hatchery pink salmon in Prince William Sound
streams in 2009.
Photo (left): ADF&G personnel sample otoliths
from salmon carcasses during the hatchery salmon
straying evaluation studies.
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Developing sustainable salmon fisheries for Alaska
and the world
Tracey Foster
Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation
tracey.foster@gmail.com

To Glennallen

Prince William Sound Hatcheries
Cannery Creek Hatchery
Coghill Lake

Valdez

Miners Lake

Esther
Island

Soloman Gulch Hatchery

Perry
Island

r
ve

W ally Noerenberg Hatchery
Culross
Island

Robe Lake

Tatitlek
Glacier
Island

Esther Lake
Whittier

To Gulkana Hatcheries

Ri

spawn after spending between
one to five years in the Pacific
Ocean, depending on the
species.
Since statehood, sustainability
has been a mandate in Alaska.
PWSAC is an example of
the
state’s
longstanding
commitment to responsible
resource management.
As Dave Reggiani, PWSAC
General Manager, explains:
“One of the reasons this
program is so successful and
sustainable from a financial
point of view is that the fish
pay for themselves. We sell a
portion of the fish returning
to the hatchery and that helps
pay for the next generation.
Our hatcheries also are critical
to the sustainability of jobs,
strong local economies and
the continued growth and
investment by processors. They
are a tremendous resource and
a huge economic engine.”
www.pwsac.com

Bligh
Island

Naked
Island

Prince William Sound
Main Bay Hatchery

Main Lake

Knight
Island

Eyak Lake

Hawkins
Island

Eshamy Lake
Chenega
Island

r
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Co

Prince
William
Sound
Aquaculture
Corporation
(PWSAC) is a private nonprofit
aquaculture association founded
in 1974 by local fishermen and
stakeholders to optimize Alaska’s
wild salmon resources.
PWSAC produces hatcheryborn, ocean-raised wild salmon for
the commercial, sport, personal
use and subsistence fisheries in
the Prince William Sound and
Copper River regions.
The corporation plays a critical
role in the sustainability of
Alaska’s fisheries. Over the last
five years, Prince William Sound
has produced 43% of the statewide
pink salmon harvest.
Prince William Sound hatcheries
use the “ocean ranching“ method of
aquaculture, where eggs collected
each summer and fall from wild
brood stock are incubated in the
controlled environment of the
hatchery during the Sound’s harsh
winter months. In the spring, fry
emerge from their incubators and
are released into the Sound.
Salmon return to the Sound to
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Cities in Prince William Sound
PWSAC Hatchery sites
Brood stock source locations
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Salmon run timing & seasonal fresh availability

Copper River/Prince William Sound Marketing Association

Culverts are the culprits!
For salmonids, access to healthy
spawning and rearing habitats is important
for maintaining high fish productivity.
Coho, sockeye and king salmon can spend
two to four years in freshwater using
several habitat types before smolting and
migrating to the ocean. Resident species,
like grayling found in interior Alaska, are
also very nomadic.
Culverts are the means by which water,
sediments and fish are able to pass under
or through roadways. The size of a
culvert and how it is placed can affect this
movement. A culvert that is too small can
cause sediment and rocks to build up at the
upstream side of the pipe, while a culvert
that is “perched”, or raised above the level
of the stream, can block juvenile and even
adult salmon from successfully swimming
upstream to spawning and rearing habitat.
Because replacing culverts is costly,
the Copper River Watershed Project and
partners have developed a method for
prioritizing fish passage improvement

projects in the Copper River watershed.
The new protocol assigns objective habitat
and culvert scores based on field survey
data. To be efficient with restoration
dollars, partners can compare scores
between sites to determine the culverts
in the worst condition that are associated
with the greatest amount and/or quality
of habitat.
A web based mapping tool displays
site photos, fish habitat and culvert
data, and the objective “ecological” and
“culvert condition” scores. Visit our
“Fish Habitat Restoration” link under
“Programs” on www.copperriver.org to
learn more about this effort and to link to
the mapping tool.

These photos show a crossing on Power Creek
Road in Cordova where three culverts that were
perched and constricting the stream channel
were replaced with a culvert designed to simulate
natural stream functions.
Copper River Watershed Project

Kate Alexander
Copper River Watershed Project
kate@copperriver.org
Copper River Watershed Project
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Knowledge for many users-- and uses
Real Time Data at Your Fingertips
•

3,000 Real-time sensors

• Current temperature, precipitation,
waves, webcams, and more
• See wind direction and magnitude
• Zoom in to your favorite spot
• “Bookmark” a location for future
reference or to share with a friend

AOOS Model Explorer
What does the future hold? View models to check
predictions of
• Wind
• Waves
• Water temperature
• Tides
You can look forward in time, and at the past!

North Pacific Seabird Explorer
• Find information on 250 species of seabirds
• View seabird colony locations
• Learn about species diets (what do you think
black-legged kittiwakes have for breakfast?)
• Find out where your favorite species lives

Alaska Ocean Observing System

AOOS provides access to a diverse array of oceanographic and biological
data for Prince William Sound and the rest of Alaska. The goal of this system
is to be organized, accessible, and understandable to a broad array of users.
Visit www.aoos.org for more information.
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AOOS keeps watch on Alaska’s seas and coasts.
AOOS is the regional ocean observing system for Alaska.
We provide observations, data, and information products to meet agency and stakeholder needs.

Twenty-three years
later-- Recovered?
AOOS is coordinating a five-year study
program that continues long-term
studies of species affected by the Exxon
Valdez oil spill. Scientists from a variety of
disciplines will work together to further
our understanding of impacts on multiple
ecosystem factors and measure the level of
recovery. This $12 million effort is funded
by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council.
Some of our Questions:
• Do ocean conditions in the outer
Gulf of Alaska reflect those in the
nearshore environment? Do they
reflect the population trends of
recovering and recovered natural
resources?
• What affects the overwintering
success of herring and other forage
fish -- spring/summer, or annual
changes in zooplankton productivity?
• How are seabird abundance
and distribution associated
with zooplankton and/or ocean
conditions?
This project will maintain existing
monitoring efforts in the spill affected area
with no break in time series. Collaborators
include the NPS, NOAA, USFWS, Kachemak
Bay Estuarine Research Reserve, the North
Pacific Research Board, Prince William Sound
Science Center, Alaska SeaLife Center,
National Center for Ecological Assessment &
Synthesis, USGS, University of Alaska, ADFG,
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council,
and others. Find out more about the project
at www.aoos.org/evos-ltm/

AOOS is a regional network
representing a consortium of all
the research organizations and
management agencies in Alaska.
AOOS represents Alaska in the
Integrated Ocean Observing
System (national) and the
Global Ocean Observing System
(international).  
Learn more at www.aoos.org

Tatitlek

Prince William Sound
Webcams:
Know Before You Go!
Johnstone Point

Fourteen webcams bring the
Sound’s water, coastline, and
mountains directly to you.  Check
conditions with a click of the
mouse before you leave home.
http://data.aoos.org/maps/pws_webcams.php

Remote Ocean Monitoring
An AOOS-funded underwater glider
will collect information on pressure,
temperature and salinity across the
Chukchi Sea.

What is
AOOS
working
on?

AOOS Data Management
The AOOS web portal, data.aoos.org, provides data discovery, access,
archive, and visualization tools, and is now the primary single source for
ocean data in Alaska.
Coming Soon: A spill response data tool for Cook Inlet, and an “Ocean
Workspace” to help scientists organize and share data and project
information.

AOOS is Seeking Help!
Are you interested in playing with the latest hot-off-the-press data applications
developed by AOOS? We are seeking beta testers to explore new online data tools
before they are launched. If you would be willing to provide feedback via email or
participate in a focus group, please contact Darcy Dugan, dugan@aoos.org.

AOOS Data Management Tools -- Multiple Uses:
SAFETY
•
•
•

Develop better weather prediction
Improve search and rescue operations
Improve safety of marine operations

ECONOMY
•
•
•
•

Optimize shipping routes
Enhance fisheries management
Enhance safe and efficient ocean forecasts for energy development
Disseminate ocean conditions to industry operations

ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•
•

Monitor coastal marine ecosystems
Enable Alaskans to respond to climate change
Improve oil spill response and prevention
Improve the safety of marine operations

Alaska Ocean Observing System

1007 W 3rd Avenue, Suite 100
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-644-6703
www.aoos.org
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diversity of influenza viruses in shorebirds
and gulls on the Copper River Delta.
Sampling begins in mid to late April to
coincide with spring migration and ends in
early September when most gulls head south
for the winter. Fresh gull and shorebird
droppings are preserved in a special viral
transport media, frozen, and then sent in
a special shipper to Dr. Runstadler’s lab
where they are screened for influenza.
Initial results, published in June 2011,
took six gull virus sequences obtained
from samples collected in Cordova and
analyzed them along with other gull virus
sequences from the Americas and Eurasia.
They found that in the Americas there is
a high frequency of reassortment in gull
viruses. However, this intercontinental

gene
mixing
is not found in
viruses isolated
from
gulls
in
Eurasia.
While not all
reassortments
lead to influenza
that is highly
contagious
to
humans,
the
tendency
of
gull viruses to
Photo (above): A dry shipper used to send samples to the lab.
reassort merits
continued monitoring.
Initial findings of our research can be
accessed online at www. plosone.org.
Photo (below): A sandpiper wading in the waters,
searching for food at Hartney Bay, Cordova.

Unakwik Inlet – The stop
before the hop?

Mary Anne Bishop
PWS Science Center
mbishop@pwssc.org

Northwest Prince William Sound
includes a series of fjords that are dotted
with glaciers.
Midway up Unakwik Inlet lies a
moraine, an accumulation of debris left
by an ancient glacier during its retreat.
The moraine juts out almost 1,000 m
into the inlet and is approximately 300
m wide. Surprisingly, this prominent
geographic feature has also turned out to
be a migratory hotspot for the surfbird, a
shorebird that haunts the rocky shores of
the Pacific coast.
Previously, only a handful of stopover
sites had been documented for this
cryptic shorebird.

Interestingly, Surfbirds stop at
Unakwik Inlet in early May, relatively
late in migration. Based on their
northerly direction at departure, we
suspect Surfbirds are using the moraine
as a final stopover before hopping over
the Chugach Mountains to their breeding
areas in the alpine tundra.
The 2011 project was funded by Alaska
Department of Fish & Game Wildlife
Diversity Program, National Fish &
Wildlife Foundation, and PWS Oil Spill
Recovery Institute.

Birds of a feather

Annette Wright

Have you ever wondered what is going on
when you see a group of people gathering
on the street? Birds wonder the same thing
when they see other birds congregating.
Ecologists describe the behavior as local
enhancement: the presence of a group of
birds attracts more birds to an area.
Based on this idea, hunters and
ornithologists use decoys to lure birds into
an ambush.
Researchers at Prince William Sound
Science Center (PWSSC) and US Fish
& Wildlife Service also noticed this
phenomenon during their seabird surveys
on the Prince William Sound.
While the main objective for the seabird
surveys is to understand predation on
juvenile herring during winter, the
researchers also discovered how seabirds
interact with each other.
Seabird species with similar foraging
behaviors and/or body size are often
observed in close vicinity. For example,
diving birds such as grebes, cormorants

Bobby Hsu
PWS Science Center
bhsu@pwssc.org

and mergansers are often found foraging
near each other. Smaller gulls such as
kittiwakes and mew gulls are often seen
following marbled murrelets, a small
diving alcid. Large gulls such as glaucouswinged gulls that feed on food at, or near,
the surface often turn up around loons.
The interactions between seabird species
bring more complexity to the Prince
William Sound ecosystem, making the
Sound even more intriguing to anyone
who spends time observing it.
The seabird predation study is funded by
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council.
For more information on this project,
contact Dr. Mary Anne Bishop, Prince
William
Sound
Science
Center,
mbishop@pwssc.org or Dr. Kathy
Kuletz, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
kathy_kuletz@fws.gov.

J.M. Daskin

Photo (top): Surfbirds at Unakwik Inlet in flight.
Photo (below): Surfbirds stop over at Unakwik
Inlet moraine.

J.M. Daskin

Annette Wright

Infectious diseases that can be transmitted
or shared by animals and humans are
known as zoonotics. Look them up and
you quickly realize they create an alphabet
soup: anthrax, brucellosis, cat scratch
disease, and so on.
One zoonotic that has been in the news
lately is bird flu, or avian influenza. Birds
can host many strains of influenza, but
luckily only a few strains pose a risk to
humans. Gulls, terns and shorebirds are
vectors for influenza reassortment - that is
they can develop new influenza strains by
recombining genetic material.
Since 2009, Dr. Mary Anne Bishop of
PWSSC has been working with Dr. Jon
Runstadler of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to examine the prevalence and

Mary Anne Bishop
PWS Science Center
mbishop@pwssc.org

PWSSC Staff

Bird Flu and you
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A diverse community
defined by fishing

Beyond the surface
Barclay Kopchak
Chugachmuit Heritage
Preservation Project
barclay.kopchak@gmail.com

Today as we travel around the Chugach
region we’re liable to just take in its surface
beauty. But for the traditional people of
the Chugach region, the Sugpiaq people,
everything, from humans to the resources
they needed to survive to geographic
features, was imbued with a spirit, a sua or
life force, beyond the pale of human sight.
The very name Sugpiaq refers to their
own suk or consciousness, as humans.
Traditionally their subsistence lifestyle
depended on maintaining respectful
relationships with all suas. If they failed
to demonstrate the proper respect to their
prey (formal hunting gear, not using
resources wastefully, offering thanks) the
animals would make themselves scarce
and people would starve.
The Sugpiaq universe has both physical
and spiritual dimensions. Knowledge of
the spirit world was facilitated by shamans
who often used masks to communicate
with the spirits.
Although most of the masks were ritually
destroyed and much of their lore has been
lost some insights remain.
A mask’s pursed lips symbolize
whistling, the way that spirits spoke
to humans. Pointy heads represent
devils. A mask’s hoops signify one or

Learn Sugcestun words!

(Sources: Making History: Alutiiq/
Sugpiaq Life on the Alaska Peninsula by
Patricia H. Partnow, University of Alaska
Press, 2001. & Looking Both Ways;
Heritage and Identity of the Alutiiq People
ed. By Aron Crowell et al, University of
Alaska Press, 2001.)

“I remember we used to get a
north wind in Chenega.”
(Mary Kompkoff, Chenega Bay. From ANSC
Western Region Report on Changes, 2002)

“I haven’t noticed any
changes in the berries. In
fact, we’ve noticed new places
for berry picking.”
(Barbara Olsen, Cordova, 2002)

Iqsak K-12 Science
Curriculum Project
Chugach
Regional
Resources
Commission’s “Iqsak K-12 Science
Curriculum Project” is a three-year US
Department of Education funded project
to develop a K-12 science curriculum for
the Chugach region that connects Alaska
Native beliefs, values and understandings
of the natural world with science education
standards.
The goal of the Curriculum is to introduce
students to the relationships, diversity,

Local knowledge can be very insightful
and a community like Cordova is
distinctive in the state of Alaska because
of exceptional historic transitions. A
study is currently being conducted
with a goal to define the dimensions of
community identity, with a focus on the
community of Cordova.
Through a series of relatively casual
interviews, oral history is relayed.
Respondents are separated into one of
two sets: Any individual who considers
Cordova home is an eligible respondent
for the first set and the occupational
community of the Prince William Sound
drift gillnet fleet make up the second
set. There is an obvious topical overlap
between these two groups—rarely does
a discussion occur without mention of
the Copper River salmon industry.
Within the occupational group there

and communities in the ecological and
cultural environment of the Chugach
Region, exploring Alutiiq and scientific
perspectives and the connections between
the two.
For more information visit us online
at.iqsak.com or chugachk12.blogspot.com.

Hanna Eklund - Chugach Regional
Resources Commission
hanna@crrcalaska.org

ELDER’S OBSERVATIONS

Cloud			amirluq
Cold (weather is)		
usuwanarluni
Fall			uksuaq
Fog (from ocean)		
umek
Fog (from lakes, mountains) taituk
Hot			maqarluni
Ice			cikuq
Rain			qiteq
It is raining		
qiterluni
Snow (falling)		
qaniq
Snow (on the ground)
aniuq
It is snowing		
qanirluni
Spring			iciwaq
Summer			kiak
Sun			macaq
Weather			lla
Wind			aqllaq
The wind blows		
aqllalluni
Where is the wind blowing? Nakerta?
Winter			uksuq

more of the five
sky worlds and Sky-world hoop mask, carved
by John Johnson. Credit:
thus the mask
Chugach Corporation spirit’s ability
All Rights Reserved.
to see and travel
between them.
Each world in the Sugpiaq universe is
layered one on top of the other. Celestial
objects visible from earth all reside in the
first sky world.
According to legend starlight is actually
the radiance from the single eyes of
“star-men” peering down at the human
world through eyeholes in the invisible
tundra above.
The moon’s phases? The result of the
“moon man’ changing his mask. There
are always points of contact between
the worlds, always something beyond
the surface.

Emilie Springer
University of Alaska Fairbanks
esspringer@alaska.edu

are some similarities in industry
experiences but diversity is present as
well. There are behavioral variations
and roughly half of the 2011 permit
holders do not have a Cordova address.
There are also features of semblance:
notably independent personalities, a
bright excitement of the Copper River
“flats”, an awareness of the unique
spatial and geographic features of the
industry and, in most cases, a dedication
to preserving fishing opportunities.
Despite the diversity there is also
cultural cohesion and a distinct
knowledge base within this specific
fishery.
An increased understanding of local
and occupational knowledge contributes
another feature to overall awareness
of the regional human-environmental
system. Research material collected
through this study will be donated back
to the community of Cordova to help
document the transitions in the region.

In 2008, the Chugach National Forest launched an innovative endeavor,
Prince William Sound Stories, in an attempt to tell the story of Prince
William Sound using the voices of the people who live, work and play in this
internationally significant region. The project gathers compelling stories,
using the web to link words and images with scientific understanding of the
people who live, work and play here. Add your own story at soundstories.
org. Stories collected for this website will become the foundation of
a virtual visitor’s center for
Prince William Sound.
For more information contact Aaron Poe,
Partnerships and Community Engagement
Specialist for the Chugach National
Forest: email: apoe@fs.fed.us phone:
907-743-9568

LESSON PLAN SUMMARY

Learn about Climate Change in the Chugach!

The world we live in is always changing. Look out your window long enough
and you will see the weather change. Look even longer, and you will see the
seasons change. The Chugach Region changes with the seasons—what are the
seasons and what changes do you see with them? The Earth’s climate is also
changing. We know that the Earth’s climate has changed before, but this time is
different because people are mainly responsible for it. Climate change caused
by humans, is a result from releasing too much greenhouse gases to the Earth’s
atmosphere. The three most common greenhouse gases humans produce are
Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4) and Nitrous Oxide (N2O). The main
sources for greenhouse gases due to human activity are: burning fossil fuels,
deforestation, agricultural activities and the use of CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons).
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Dusky Canada geese: Indicators of
change on the Copper River Delta
The dusky Canada goose (dusky) is one
of the most sharply declining species on
the Copper River Delta.
The 1964 Good Friday Earthquake
drastically affected the dusky population.
Today, almost all of their nests are found
in the Chugach National Forest. The
entire breeding range of this species was
uplifted six to nine feet, which caused
vast expanses of land to rise out of the
sea, and other areas to shift from salt to
fresh water systems.
The uplift did not directly cause the

dusky population to decline. The decline
occurred because of the vegetation
change caused by the altered hydrology
and the creation of new land.
The cool, wet climate of the Delta
promoted rapid plant growth, and
succession took off at an accelerated rate.
Land that was salt water influenced sedge
meadow for hundreds of years quickly
grew into shrubs. That new vegetation
and dry ground allowed predators to
access waterfowl nesting sites undetected.
Nest success dropped from around 80%

US Fish and Wildlife Service

to 20% in ten years, and the population
followed suit.
The Chugach National Forest has
addressed changing habitat through a
habitat enhancement program for duskies.
This program, in partnership with Ducks
Unlimited, consists of placing artificial
nest islands on wetland ponds of the
Copper River Delta. Birds that nest on
these islands are twice as likely to escape
nest predation as nearby birds nesting on
sites not surrounded by water.
Although there are many challenges for

The mighty macoma of
the mudflats
Mary Anne Bishop
PWS Science Center
mbishop@pwssc.org

Did you ever wonder what organisms
are buried in those endless mudflats of
the Copper River Delta? It turns out
that a small pink clam known as the
Baltic macoma is the dominant macroinvertebrate. On the Delta’s mudflats
these clams can reach densities as high
as ten thousand clams in a square yard!
And the million or two shorebirds
stopping on the Copper River Delta
each spring love them.
Both Western sandpiper and dunlin,
the two most numerous shorebird
stopping each spring, eat macoma
more than any other food item. While
shorebirds eat them whole, flatfish,
sculpin, crabs and shrimp tend to nip
off the clam’s siphons.
Luckily, a cropped siphon can

regenerate back to a normal size but it
takes many months.
Despite their small size, Baltic
macoma can live a relatively long life.
The Prince William Sound Science
Center and the University of South
Alabama collected macoma as part of
a comprehensive study of the Copper
River Delta mudflats. We found that
macoma on the Delta are slow-growing
and can live up to eight years. We also
discovered that following warmer
winters, macoma were larger – probably
due to a longer growing season.
The seabird predation study is funded
by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee
Council and PWS Oil Spill Recovery
Institute.
Photo (below): A penny is used to demonstrate
the size of a collection of Baltic macoma.

PWSSC Staff

Erin Cooper
USFS Cordova Ranger District
ecooper@fs.fed.us

Photo (above): A pair of dusky Canada geese
spotted on the Copper River Delta.

US Fish and Wildlife Service

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Pete Dahl Cabin before the uplift is primarily a saltwater influenced marsh.

duskies, conservation efforts throughout
the flyway are making a difference.
With
monitoring
and
habitat
management we are providing a brighter
future for the dusky Canada goose.

Pete Dahl Cabin in 1993 is inundated with shrubs after the uplift.

OMG!

John Whissel
Native Village of Eyak
john@nveyak.org

The Native Village of Eyak (NVE) has
long seen a priority in maintaining the
health and sustainability of the Copper
River Delta moose herd, since taking an
active role in helping introduce 24 moose
calves to the region between 1948 and
1959. Since then, the herd has expanded
dramatically, while providing an important
healthy protein source to the local residents.
Though generally healthy, some animals
are showing signs of reduced genetic
diversity due to the relatively small
initial brood stock. The herd is also at
risk, particularly in a harsh winter, from
declining availability of prime habitat
as the Delta undergoes climatic and
successional changes.
In partnership with the Alaska Moose
Federation and Eyak Corporation, and
with recent grant funding from the US
Fish and Wildlife Service and US Forest
Service, NVE is advancing a long-standing
stewardship role and beginning active
work in habitat and genetic enhancement
of the moose population.
Continuing on volunteer efforts begun in
2010, grant funding (USFWS-TWG) will
now elevate the Orphaned Moose Guardian
(OMG) program to the next level, allowing
moose calves orphaned by road accidents
near Anchorage to be fostered and released
on the Copper River Delta, supplementing
the genetic diversity of our population and
ensuring its long term health.
A newly pioneered process of hydroaxing
(mowing) tracts of poor moose habitat
(alder, small spruce) can essentially

“reset” the forest
succession
process, allowing
the land to once again be dominated by
prime moose browse (willow).
The US Forest Service has shown
tremendous success with this approach on
Chugach National Forest lands, and now
new funding (USFS-SRS) will allow NVE
to continue this work on several hundred
acres of privately owned Native lands.
This approach should open substantial
viable habitat for moose on the West
Copper River Delta, improving survival of
the herd, and ensuring freezers full of meat
for Cordovans, for decades to come.

Photo (below): A man feeds five
orphaned moose calves.

Cordova Historical Society
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Pioneering new fish
monitoring technology
Keith van den Broek
Native Village of Eyak
keith@nveyak.org

Over the past decade, the Native
Village of Eyak (NVE) and LGL Alaska
Research Assoc. Inc., in partnership
with ADF&G, USFWS and USFS, have
successfully developed a baseline of
Chinook and sockeye salmon spawning
distribution and run timing on the
Copper River using radiotelemetry
techniques.
Though successful, studies of this sort
are expensive and difficult to operate
long term, which is important when
put in the context of climate and other
system changes over time.
Through another concurrent program
monitoring annual Chinook salmon
escapement, NVE has been able to

develop a new tagging technology
known as TBA-PIT (Hallprint Pty
Ltd), that encapsulates a passive RFID
transponder into a traditional dorsal
tag to allow rapid and accurate data
entry. This technology offers the added
potential of remote, unmanned tracking
of tagged fish to any spawning stream,
simply by installing an antenna and
data logger on the streambed. Once the
infrastructure is in place, it would allow
long-term trend monitoring at virtually
no additional cost to an existing
monitoring program.
If successful, this method could be
expanded to rivers throughout Alaska
and the Pacific Northwest, saving
millions of dollars annually.
NVE has received funds from USFWS
to further develop this potential
beginning in the summer of 2012.
Initial feasibility work will be
conducted
alongside
ADF&G’s
Gulkana
River counting tower.
Photo (below: TBA-PIT tag,
showing the encapsulated
transponder
Photo (left): NVE technician
applies a TBA-PIT tag to a
Chinook salmon.

Native Village of Eyak

Estimating the inriver
abundance of Chinook
salmon on the Copper River
Keith van den Broek & Bill Youmans
Native Village of Eyak
keith@nveyak.org - bill2@nveyak.org
The Native Village of Eyak (NVE) has
been participating in co-management and
monitoring of local fisheries through the
Fisheries Resource Monitoring Program
(US Fish & Wildlife Service - Office of
Subsistence Management) since 2001.
Our primary project uses fishwheels
and mark-recapture methods to estimate
the annual inriver abundance of Chinook
salmon returning to the Copper River.
This study is conducted in an area of the
Copper River above the upper boundaries
of the commercial fishery, and below the
lower boundaries of any significant inriver
fisheries, so that subtracting estimated
harvest in the inriver fisheries from our
abundance estimate can provide an accurate
estimate of drainage-wide spawning
escapement.
This is an important tool for ensuring
escapement goals are met, and managing
harvest limits, fishing opportunity and

fishery access for all user groups.
At the Baird Canyon “tagging” site,
two live-capture fishwheels are operated
continuously from May through July.
During this period, adult Chinook salmon
are captured, measured, sexed and marked
with a unique dorsal tag.
At the Canyon Creek “recapture” site about
65 miles upstream, two more fishwheels
capture adult Chinook salmon that are
measured, sexed, and examined for tags.
An abundance estimate is then statistically
calculated at the end of the season. Tags
are printed with contact information so
harvested fish tags can be voluntarily
returned by fishers, providing us with
additional valuable information.
The following figure shows estimated
spawning escapement and harvest from
2003-2011.

Figure 1. Estimated spawning escapement and harvest* of Chinook salmon on the Copper River, 2003-2011

Native Village of Eyak

Intrinsic Potential: A tool for
identifying salmon habitat
Copper River Knowledge
now and into the future

* Harvest values include State and Federal harvest, compiled from data published by Alaska Department of Fish
and Game and the National Park Service. Data for 2011 are preliminary based on 60% of issued permits for
the Glenallen Subdistrict (GSD), and projected for Chitina Subdistrict (CSD), Copper River District (CRD) and
Federal Subsistence based on past year’s harvests and inseason fishery observations.

Allison L. Bidlack
Ecotrust Copper River Program
abidlack@ecotrust.org
Ecosystem management and adaptation
in the face of climate change requires
information on habitat condition across
large scales. However, in Alaska data
are often lacking, and comprehensive
environmental surveys are impractical
and expensive to carry out.
Intrinsic Potential (IP) models provide
a means to identify at a large scale those
portions of the landscape that can provide
essential habitat for various fish species.
These models are derived from watershed
patterns and processes that operate at
broad temporal scales and are not readily
affected by human activities. Therefore,
they lend themselves well to climate
scenario planning.
Ecotrust, the US Forest Service and
Earth Systems Institute are developing
an IP habitat model for Chinook salmon
juveniles in major tributaries of the

Copper River in southcentral Alaska,
utilizing existing digital terrain models,
salmon radio telemetry and aerial survey
data, expert opinion, and field surveys.
In the short run, this model will help
resource managers map critical habitat
for Chinook throughout the Copper River
watershed, help direct field research to
appropriate stream reaches, and assist
managers in prioritizing restoration
actions, such as culvert replacement.
Using down-scaled climate models, we
can also incorporate future hydrologic,
precipitation or glacial melt changes, and
thereby predict changes to productive
salmon habitat throughout the watershed.
Changes to overall salmon production,
distribution of important habitats, and
areas of potential resource development
concern can be mapped. It is our hope
that this type of modeling will be broadly
applicable throughout the state, and will
inform future research into the ecological
impacts of climate change in Alaskan
river systems.

System

Gabe McMahon
Ecotrust Copper River Program
gmcmahon@ecotrust.org

In an effort to help local citizens and
resource managers better understand
the watershed in which they live and
work, Ecotrust created the Copper River
Knowledge System (CRKS). A hub of
information, CRKS fosters a broader
understanding of the natural and humaninfluenced processes affecting the
Copper River watershed, facilitates data
transparency and information exchange,
and promotes more resilient communities
and ecosystems.
CRKS is a dynamic website that brings
together a wealth of information including
scientific research and management
reports, fisheries data, local perspectives
and traditional stories, along with a webbased mapping feature that brings to life
publicly available datasets and allows
users to directly download GIS datasets.
CRKS provides critical information about
the natural and human resources of the
Copper River watershed in Southcentral
Alaska, with a special focus on Copper

River salmon fisheries.
A growing base of knowledge, CRKS
offers salmon distribution data, information
on mineral development, climate, human
impacts, water resources, and land
management, links to management reports,
and audio recordings featuring local stories
and traditional knowledge.
To learn more, visit www.CRKS.org.
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Kate McLaughlin

Changing migratory patterns of
hummingbirds
Kate McLaughlin
McLaughlin Environmental Services
mclenvironmental@yahoo.com

Since 2007, Kate and Andy McLaughlin
have been running the Chenega Bay
Rufous Hummingbird Banding Project,
the only season-long, May through August,
hummingbird banding station in Alaska.
Since the project’s start, they have banded
1,310 rufous hummingbirds.
There are approximately 335 species of
hummingbirds in the New World. Only
17 species of hummingbirds breed in the
United States, and only one species, the
rufous hummingbird (Selasphorus rufus),
breeds in Alaska. Not much is known
about rufous hummingbirds in general,
and even less about their natural history in
Alaska.
Recapturing birds banded in previous
years is common as hummingbirds have

strong site fidelity,
(195 recaptures
since 2007). Their spatial memory is
phenomenal, remembering exactly where
that feeder was hung last year, and at what
height. They also seem to show up at the
same time each year. Many recaptures are
caught within the same week as they were
banded previously.
Though none of the birds banded in
Chenega have yet to be re-captured by
another bander, hummingbird history was
made on June 28, 2010 when a female
rufous hummingbird was caught that had
been banded in Tallahassee, Florida five
months earlier on January 13. It had been
speculated that birds wintering in the
southeastern U.S. could be coming from
Alaska, but this was the first time it had

Renewable energy is
blowing our way

Casey Pape
Native Village of Eyak
cpape@eyak-nsn.gov

Clark Pearson

Heath Kocan

Photo (left): 30 meter high MET tower installed at Pt. Whitshed.
Photo (right): CordKing in operation at the Native Village of Eyak 14mile site, Sept. 2010.

Energy is an important subject to all
Alaskans, especially among communities
in Prince William Sound (PWS) where
costs of energy are increasingly high due
to their remoteness. Finding stable and
low cost sources of energy is of increasing
importance as this has a prolific effect on
sustaining communities.
In addition to having some of the highest
heat and electricity costs in Alaska, PWS
also hosts many world-class renewable
energy resources in the form of biomass,
wind, hydro and tidal energy.
The Native Village of Eyak (NVE)
has partnered with local utilities and
businesses to investigate resource
potential for the Copper River Delta and
greater PWS. Wind is classified according
to wind power classes, which are based
on wind speed frequency distributions
and air density. Classes range from 1
(the lowest) to 7 (the highest). Thus far,
wind assessments from Pt. Whitshed
reveal a wind resource of Class 4-5; at
26 meters, this site was given an energy

density rating of 346 W/m^2 or wind
speed of 13.1mph.
Wind data for the Copper River Delta is
in progress. Biomass and thermal load
evaluations for the Delta and in Cordova
are ongoing and report findings will
become available in 2012.
NVE also maintains a community
firewood program, which serves
tribal and community members with
processed cordwood from former Eyak
Corporation logged sites. The aim of
these research and program efforts is to
continually decrease local reliance on
foreign sources of energy, reduce waste
streams in and among the local economy
and maintain the health and wellness of
the greater PWS region.
NVE is also a proud member and
host of the Cordova Renewable Energy
Workgroup who meet regularly and
serve as a public forum for discussion
and implementation of renewable energy
projects in the region.

been documented as
fact.
It was originally
thought
that
all
rufous hummingbirds
wintered primarily in northwestern and
Central America, but since the 1970’s an
increasing number of birds seem to be over
wintering in the southeastern U.S. (Recent
Change in the Winter Distribution of
Rufous Hummingbirds, Geoffrey E. Hill,
Sargent, and Sargent, The Auk 115(1):240245, 1998).
The question remains as to the actual
route the bird took from Florida to Alaska.
If it flew in a straight line, it would have
traveled over 3,500 miles across mountain
ranges, deserts and large expanses of

water, which is the longest migration of a
hummingbird ever recorded.
It is speculated that there exists an
“elliptical” migration route where birds
are traveling across the Gulf coast states
to the Pacific where they then follow the
coast northward.
The key to understanding these questions
is the continuation of projects such as
the Chenega Bay Rufous Hummingbird
Project across North America.

Monitoring Plant Phenology
on the Chugach National
Forest
Kate Mohatt
United States Forest Service
kmohatt@fs.fed.us

Phenology is the study of biological
events in relation to seasonal changes. The
timing of these events is directly linked
to climate, so monitoring these events
over time can offer insight into organism
response to climate change. For plants,
events that can be monitored include first
leaf, budburst, full flower, fruiting (seeds)
and senescing of leaves. Variability in
timing is common from year to year, but
drastic and sudden shifts can have lasting
impacts on many organisms
including humans.
There is a nation-wide
effort to monitor these
changes in a growing list of
plants. The Project Budburst
website (http://neoninc.org/
budburst/) offers a detailed
description of how and what
to monitor in the plant world
and displays a nation-wide
map with observations as
they come in throughout the
season. A majority of these
observations come from
citizen scientists that can
choose to observe a single
plant once or make multiple
observations throughout the
growing season.
In the Chugach, plant
ecologists are leading several
outings during summer
2012 to make phenophase
observations. These outings
are free, open to the public
and will offer information

on plant identification and how to
make and submit observations. Please
visit the Alaska Forests website (http://
www.myalaskaforests.com/) for more
information and dates.
Photo (below): This dandelion is non-native to
Alaska, but it is easy to identify and is widespread
along roads and yards making it easy to monitor
phenophases. Photo (bottom): Lupine in full bloom
in Prince William Sound. This plant flowers early in
the summer and is currently a species being tracked
by Project Budburst.

Sadie Youngstrom
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COLOR ME

German
students
s t u d y
Alaska
salmon

In 2011 a teacher from the
German school Apollonia-vonWiedebach, in Leipzig, visited
Alaska and picked up a copy of
Delta Sound Connections.
After bringing the publication
back to Germany, students in
her class decided to learn about
Alaska salmon as part of their
English studies. Included in the
2011 issue was a contest whereby
readers were asked to decorate a
blank salmon image.
In November, the PWSSC
recieved a package of artwork
from Germany, sent from the
students in the class who had
completed the drawing task. Here
are some of their clever designs:

Bird and Wildlife Checklist

Recommended bird/mammal guide: Sibley’s Field Guide to Birds of Western North America by David Allen
Sibley and the Guide to Marine Mammals of Alaska by Kate Wynne. List compiled by the PWS Chapter of the
Audubon Society.
u - uncommon | s - seasonal

Loons and Grebes (loon = tullek)
□ Common loon
□ Red-throated loon
□ Pacific loon (s)
□ Yellow-billed loon (s,u)
□ Horned grebe
□ Red-necked grebe
Shearwaters and Petrels
□ Fork-tailed storm-petrel
□ Sooty shearwater (u)
Cormorants (agayuq)
□ Pelagic cormorant
□ Double crested cormorant
Herons
□ Great blue heron
Waterfowl
□ Surf scoter (unanirrllat saqulet)
□ White-winged scoter
□ Long-tailed duck
□ Barrows goldeneye
□ Common goldeneye (qapugnaq)
□ Bufflehead
□ Harlequin duck
□ Mallard (ungusaq)
□ Canada goose (temngiaq)
□ Common merganser (paiq)
□ Red-breasted merganser
Shorebirds
□ Black oystercatcher
□ Semipalmated plover
□ Least sandpiper
□ Yellowlegs (lesser and greater)
□ Red-necked phalarope (s)
□ Surfbird (s)
□ Black turnstone (s)
□ Dunlin (s)
□ Western sandpiper (s)

Gulls/Terns (sea gull = naruaq)
□ Glaucous-winged gull
□ Herring gull
□ Mew gull
□ Bonaparte’s gull (s)
□ Black-legged kittiwake
□ Parasitic jaeger
□ Pomarine jaeger
□ Arctic tern (s) (nerusiculek)
□ Aleutian tern (s,u)
Seabirds
□ Tufted puffin (s) (ngaqngaq)
□ Horned puffin (s) (ngaqngaq)
□ Marbled murrelet
□ Kittlitz’s murrelet (u)
□ Parakeet auklet (u)
□ Pigeon guillemot
□ Common murre
Raptors
□ Bald eagle (kuckalaq)
□ Peregrine falcon
Hummingbirds
□ Rufous hummingbird (s)
Kingfishers
□ Belted kingfisher
Passerines
□ Tree swallow
□ Violet green swallow
□ Bank swallow
□ Chestnut-backed chickadee
□ Winter wren
□ Common raven
□ Northwestern crow
□ Black-billed magpie
□ Steller’s jay
□ Hermit thrush
□ Varied thrush

□ American robin
□ Wilson’s warbler
□ Orange-crowned warbler
□ Song sparrow
□ Fox sparrow
□ Savannah sparrow
Mammals
□ Humpback whale
□ Minke whale
□ Dall’s porpoise (mangtak)
□ Black bear
□ Land otter (kep’arkaq)
□ Marmot
□ Mink
□ Weasel
Sugcestun/Alutiiq language words (following English
names) provided by the Chugachmuit Heritage
Preservation Project. For more information on the
Sugpiaq (Alutiiq) people and their language, visit
www.chugachmiut.org. To learn more about the Eyak
language of the region, visit http://sites.google.com/
site/eyaklanguageproject.

Can you
spot the

BIG 10?

□ Killer Whale (Orca)
□ Steller sea lion (wiinaq)
□ Sea otter
□ Harbor seal (qaigyaq)
□ Harbor porpoise (mangtak)
□ Sitka black-tailed deer (pekaaq)
□ Brown bear
□ Coyote
□ Mountain goat (sepaaq)
□ Beaver (sniq)
□ Moose

2011 Salmon for Alaska coloring
contest entries.
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1. Sunset on the Delta. Photo: J. Watson. 2. Dall’s porpoise rides the bow wave of the F/V Montague. Photo: J. Watson. 3. Copper River Delta is even more spectacular from the air. Photo: J. Watson. 4. Students
eagerly watch as salmon eggs hatch into alevin at the Mount Eccles Elementary school salmon developing tank. Photo: K. Alexander. 5. Bucket o’ hooks waiting to catch herring predators as part of an EVOSTC
funded herring predation study. Photo: J. Watson. 6. A volunteer measures water temp, pH and dissolved oxygen at a monitoring site on Eyak Lake. Photo: L. Butters.

The 2012 Delta Sound Connections is proudly

MAJOR SPONSORS

SPONSORED
BY
the following generous organizations and businesses:

Get involved. Support our science programs.
We need your help to continue planning, developing
and delivering our education and research programs.
Consider joining the PWS Science Center as a member
and start making a difference today.

YES! I want to become a member at the following
level:
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
Trustee Council:
Herring Monitoring and Research &
Long Term Monitoring Programs

$100+
Alaska Good Time Charters
Harborside Pizza
Pangaea Adventures
Stan Stephens Charters
Whittier Marine Charters
CR/PWS Marketing Association

$250+
Auklet Charters
USFS Cordova Ranger District
$500+
American Seafoods
Meacham Foundation

Thank you for your support!

Join online using PayPal
at www.pwssc.org
or mail this form and a
check to:
PWSSC
PO Box 705
Cordova, AK 99574

___ $10		
Diatom
___ $25
Copepod
___ $50-$99
Razor Clam
___ $100-$249
Halibut
___ $250-$499
Bald Eagle
___ $500-$999
King Crab
___ $1000-$4,999
Brown Bear
___ $5000-$9,999
Humpback
___ $10,000+
Northern Lights

Name
Address

Email
Phone
The PWSSC is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit research and education organization based in Cordova, AK

DELTA SOUND CONNECTIONS is brought to you by the Prince William Sound Science Center.
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